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Omadu International (Private) Limited is an enterprise
adamantly proud of its endless contributions and unwavering commitment towards the development of our small
and yet beautiful country, the Maldives. Omadu strives to
boost our already swiftly advancing nation by strengthening and securing its ties with the rest of the world. True
enough, the firm continues to take advantage of the global
economic phenomenon by squeezing the best deals for the
Maldives. As one of the major established retail subsidiaries of the country already, it should come as no surprise
that Omadu’s first priority is and always will be the utmost
satisfaction of its growing customers and clientele. By connecting customers with the technological world, Omadu
trusts that such an experience surely leads to pure commercial enlightenment for the company as well as the clientele.
On a bright note, Omadu’s retail subsidiaries deliver an
impressive selection of over 4,500 different products to
customers in accordance with their personal preferences
and choice.

By casting an eye back to the last thirty years of Maldivian
economic history, it is astounding to note developments of
gigantic proportions the nation has been able to achieve.
Omadu feels privileged to have assisted as well as being
an inspiration for so many businesses during such a commercially dynamic era. However, it is no easy task to always
create or predict the best opportunities out of the rapidly
fluctuating World Market. In spite of saying that, the corporation has complete confidence in its enormously efficient and devoted workforce always bringing out the best
outcomes and solutions for the enterprise and customers.
While on the subject of Omadu’s numerous employees, the
company believes they are second to none when it comes
to genuine expertise regarding sales services, not to mention an abundance of skills in manufacturing. Perhaps it
is only natural that such perfection could only be attained
through years of hard work and experience. Along with the
firm’s booming business, the same can be said for its assets,
array of vehicles and spacious warehouses that continue to
multiply in both quality and stature.

On a more domestic note, Omadu Viyafaari provides a
backbone for the thriving construction revolution the
Maldives face in this modern age. Understandably, such
a complex industry as construction would indefinitely require a wide range of tools and contraptions that are highly
innovative. Omadu Viyafaari draws no line when it comes
to providing the required equipment for the clientele be
it small-scale daily items to heavy-duty machinery for specialized workshops. Omadu Viyafaari also maintains close
affiliations with both the boat building and metal works
industry by supplying them with various customized materials. Always at the forefront of technology, Omadu Viyafaari imports a variety of internationally renowned brands;
the company is also is an authorized distributor for Bosch
power tools and accessories.

Though a growing branch, Omadu Agricultural Products
takes great delight in promoting and encouraging commercial agriculture within the country. It is only quite recently
that the Maldives began its venture into commercial agriculture as well as attaining a degree of self-sufficiency for
tourist resorts. At such a crucial period, Omadu Agricultural Products’ presence is of profound significance due to
the company’s successful promotion of diverse fertilizers
and pesticides in accordance with the tropical environment.
Here it is worthy to remark that Omadu also provides modern gardening accessories that are agreeable to the sensitive
nature of our island soil, especially concerning sustainable
farming. Omadu is the sole distributor for Multiplex fertilizers and pesticides.

MyBaby, as the name itself implies, is a specialist retail
outlet catered to meets the needs of infants, parents and
young children in general. One would only have to imagine
the amount of delicate items (such as specialized furniture,
toys, clothing etc.) that a growing infant would need. The
company would like to think of this venture as a little contribution for the welfare of future generations.

Omadu Bazaar further embellishes the firm. The Maldivian
term ‘Bazaar’ can be loosely translated as any market for
any good. Simply, Omadu Bazaar is a supermarket designed
to meet almost any domestic need. Yet again the company’s
concern for its customers is a constant challenge in keeping
all prices as attractive and reasonable as possible.

Omadu remains optimistic and hopeful by presenting a
brief overview of the glorious company. By glorious, the
firm relinquishes a dash of nostalgia of former accomplishments and contributions to the society. And let’s not
forget Omadu’s eagerness and excitement in leading every
single customer towards an even more glorious future.
Omadu will always continue to be confident in its ability
to experience substantial economic growth, along with
honesty and integrity.
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